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[Letterhead of the State of Israel, Ministry of Defense] 

 

Coordination of Activities 

in the Territories 

Public Liaison 

Tel: 03-6975351/02 

Fax: 03-6976306 

Coordinator - 283611 

14          Kislev           5774 

17     November     2013 

 

 

 

Assistant Chief of Staff, Minister of Defense 

 

Re:  Arrangements for Movement to and from of the Gaza Strip following the 

Events in Egypt 

Your letter 18739, dated October 28, 2013 

 

1. Enclosed please find a proposed answer to the letter received from the organizations: 

Physicians for Human Rights - Israel, HaMoked: Center for the Defence of the Individual, 

Gisha, Palestinian Centre for Human Rights and Al Mezan, with respect to arrangements for 

movement to and from the Gaza Strip following the events in Egypt. 

2. The proposed response was formulated in coordination with the International Law 

Department and the Gaza DCO.  

 

      Sincerely 

[signed] 

Shai Karmona,  Lieutenant Colonel 

Acting Assistant Coordinator  
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To: 

Physicians for Human Rights - Israel - Ran Cohen, Executive Director 

HaMoked: Center for the Defence of the Individual - Dalia Kerstein, Executive Director 

Gisha - Adv. Sari Bashi, Executive Director 

Palestinian Centre for Human Rights - Raji Sourani, Executive Director 

Al Mezan - Issam Younis, General Director 

 

Re: Arrangements for Movement to and from of the Gaza Strip following 

the Events in Egypt 

Your letter dated July 22, 2013 

1. In your letter in reference, you requested that the Minister of Defense introduce arrangements 

that would allow Gaza residents to travel to and from the Gaza Strip through Israeli territory, 

in light of the impact events unfolding in Egypt have had on the operation of Rafah Crossing, 

which connects Gaza and Egypt. 

2. We shall note, from the outset, that Rafah Crossing is operated on one side by Egypt and on 

the other by the Hamas terrorist organization. Therefore, the State of Israel is not 

responsible for the Rafah Crossing. 

3. As is known, with the disengagement plan in 2005 and the signing of the military 

proclamation regarding the termination of the military government in the Gaza Strip, the IDF 

ceased its physical presence in the Gaza Strip and discontinued the exercise of any 

governmental powers. As such, Israel's belligerent occupation of the Gaza Strip was 

terminated. Given this, and contrary to what is stated in your letter, Israel does not have a 

general obligation to see to the welfare of residents of the Gaza Strip under the law of 

belligerent occupation within international law. 

4. This position was affirmed by the Supreme Court in the judgment issued in HCJ 9132/07 Al-

Bassiouni et al. v. Prime Minister et al., in January 2008. As recalled, in this matter, the 

court ruled that, given the situation at the time that the judgment was delivered and the armed 

conflict that was taking place between Israel and Palestinian terrorist organizations, primarily 

Hamas, Israel's obligations toward residents of the Gaza Strip derived from the international 

law of war. Therefore, the scope of Israel's obligations toward Gaza Strip residents was 

confined to the necessary humanitarian minimum only.  

 

The court emphasized two additional considerations that affect the scope of Israel's 

responsibility with respect to the Gaza Strip: its control over Gaza's borders and land 

crossings and Gaza's dependency on Israel for fuel and electricity supply, due to years of 

Israeli military government in the Gaza Strip. 

5. Moreover, as you are aware, after the 2007 Gaza coup, staged by Hamas, an organization that 

relentlessly strives to bring harm to the State of Israel and its residents and brazenly breaches 

international law by carrying out acts of violence, the Ministerial Committee for National 
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Security decided, in 2007, to restrict travel by individuals from Gaza into Israel to 

exceptional humanitarian cases only, with an emphasis on urgent medical cases. 

6. This policy, which is derived from the aforesaid limited scope of humanitarian obligations 

towards the Gaza Strip, was upheld by the Supreme Court on many occasions (see, e.g., HCJ 

4906/10 Fatma Sharif v. Minister of Defense; AAA 4620/11 Kishawi v. Minister of 

Interior; HCJ 495/12 Kafarneh v. Minister of Defense). In these judgments, the court 

emphasized that foreigners in general and subjects of a hostile entity such as the Gaza 

Strip in particular, do not have a vested right to enter the sovereign territory of the 

State of Israel. 

7. In addition to the aforesaid, the changes that have taken place since the Al-Bassiouni 

judgment, including the passage of time, the significant relaxation of Israel's policy on the 

entry of commercial and consumer goods into the Gaza Strip and the establishment of Rafah 

Crossing as an additional traffic artery for travel by individuals to and from the Gaza Strip, 

have impacted the scope of Israel's obligations toward the Gaza Strip and may even 

bring it below the bar established above. 

In any event, it is clear that reduced activity at Rafah Crossing does not impose on Israel 

increased responsibilities beyond the humanitarian minimum required by the laws of 

war, as ruled in Al-Bassiouni.  

8. We further add that an examination we conducted to the best of our ability (as stated, Rafah 

Crossing falls outside Israel's purview), confirms that activity at the crossing has been 

reduced in light of the current changing circumstances in the region. However, the crossing is 

operational, and, at the least, travel is made possible for Gaza residents in humanitarian cases 

and to foreign passport holders. 

9. We further note, that all applications received by the competent officials will be 

reviewed on their merits, in light of the aforesaid policy and in accordance with the 

specific circumstances of each application. 

10. In view of all the above, current Israeli policy on travel by Gaza residents within the territory 

of the State of Israel satisfies the requirements of the law, including those of international 

law, and we see no room to introduce any arrangements additional to those currently in 

effect. As stated, inasmuch as individual applications are filed through accepted channels, 

they will be reviewed on their merits. 

11. Sincerely, 


